octopus amigurumi
crochet pattern

- octopus amigurumi -

- introduction -

2

octopus amigurumi

This cute little octopus is a sweet and simple plush, with a round little body and
eight pudgy legs. You have your option of several felt faces, or use safety eyes
for an easier finish. You can also top it off with a bow or bowler hat to give it
some extra character!

stitches used:

difficulty:
Stitchers familiar with basic single crochet
and working with a magic ring should be
right at home here. The face details require
some extra hand-sewing. But the face can
be done with safety eyes or buttons for a
quicker solution.

makes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Magic ring
Single crochet
Decrease
Increase
Chain stitch
Changing colors
Stitching through front loops only

one plush in light worsted yarn:
4½” wide, 4½” long, and 3½” tall

light worsted yarn:
3½” tall

bulky yarn:
5” tall
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- materials & notions -

materials & notions
yarn
• 100 yds. of light worsted yarn gauging
4.5 sts per inch
• FOR BOW: scraps of similar gauge
contrasting yarn
• FOR BOWLER HAT: scraps of
similar gauge yarn for main hat and
contrasting color for band
• Yarn used is Punto su Punto Oslo (100
yds./50g)

hook

• Size US E4 (3.5mm) hook

notions
•
•
•
•
•
•

stuffing
stitch marker
tapestry needle
scissors
pencil

FOR FELT FACE:

•
•
•
•
•
•

scraps of felt
pins
sewing needle
embroidery floss or thread
white fabric paint (optional)
freezer paper & iron (optional)
• OR safety eyes/buttons (instead of felt
features)

notes

• Make sure the plush is crocheted with
tight stitches so no stuffing peeks out.
• If using a different yarn, choose a hook
that’s at least 1-2 sizes smaller than
what it recommends to achieve tight
stitches.
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- magic ring -

stitches used
magic ring:

A technique used to begin a round of crochet. It creates foundation of single crochet stitches on an
adjustable loop.

abbreviation: none
working
end

symbol:

cut end

1

Wrap the cut end of your yarn
around your forefinger once.
Hold onto the working end
of the yarn with your other
fingers.

4

Bring the yarn over the hook
again.

2

Hold onto the cut end of the
yarn with your thumb. With
your crochet hook, reach
under the cut end to grab the
working yarn.

5

Pull the yarn through the loop
currently on the hook. (This is
one chain stitch).

3

Pull up a loop from the
working yarn. What’s on your
finger is now the magic ring.

6

At this time, remove the ring
and hold it at the base. This
will give you more control for
the remaining stitches.
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- magic ring -

7

8

Hold the working yarn as you
usually would. Tuck the hook
through the ring and bring the
working yarn over the hook.

Grab the working yarn and pull
up a loop over the ring. You
should now have two loops on
the hook.

9

Bring the working yarn over
the hook.

1

3

2

4

5
6

10

Pull the yarn through the
two loops on the hook. This
completes the first single
crochet in the ring.

13

Pull at the cut end of the yarn
to tighten up the stitches.
Hold on by the ring and be
careful not to pull the working
yarn.

11

12

Repeat steps 7-10 for more
single crochet stitches. Do one
for every stitch required in
your instructions/chart.

Set the ring down and separate
the working yarn from the cut
end. Make sure you have all the
stitches you need.

14

15

Tighten the ring until it forms
a small circle.

Put a yarn marker through the
last stitch to finish the first
row.
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- single crochet -

single crochet:

The fundamental crochet stitch. It is compact and used to make tight, dense fabric. This stitch
assumes you have already worked a foundation round of stitches, either from the magic ring or chain
stitching (see page 8).

abbreviation: sc

symbol:

1

2

Insert the hook under the two
loops of stitch done in the last
round or row.

Bring the yarn over the hook
from the back to the front.

4

Bring the yarn over the hook
from the back to the front
again.

3

Draw the yarn through the
stitch and up into the working
area. You should now have two
loops on the hook.

5

Draw the yarn through both
loops on the crochet hook.
This completes one stitch.

single crochet increase:

This adds another stitch to your round or row. This will create
another workable stitch for the next round you crochet

abbreviation: inc

symbol:
1

Repeat a single crochet twice
into the same stitch
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- single crochet -

single crochet decrease:

This removes a stitch from your round or row. This will remove a full stitch for the next round you
crochet

abbreviation: dec

symbol:

1

2

Insert the hook under the two
loops of stitch done in the last
round or row. Bring the yarn
over the hook from the back
to the front.

Draw the yarn through the
stitch and up into the working
area. You should now have two
loops on the hook.

3

Draw the yarn through the
stitch and up into the working
area. You should now have
three loops on the hook.

Insert the hook into the next
stitch and bring the yarn over
the hook from the front to the
back again.

4

Draw the yarn through all three
loops on the crochet hook.
This completes one decrease
stitch. Two stitches have now
become one.
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- chain stitch -

chain stitch:

A type of foundation stitch used to start crochet. It is based on series of slip knots and forms a chain
that can be stitched into after completion

abbreviation: ch

symbol:

cut end

cut end
working end
1

Create a loop with your yarn
with the cut end on top.

4

Tighten the knot in the middle
by pulling at the working yarn.
This creates a slip knot.

7

Bring the yarn over the hook
from the back to the front.

2

Bring the cut end underneath
so it peeks through the loop.

5

Insert your crochet hook
through the loop.

8

Draw the yarn through the
loop on the crochet hook. This
completes one chain stitch.

sew desu ne?
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3

Hold onto the cut end and
working end with one hand,
and pull at the yarn peeking
through the loop.

6

Tighten the slip knot around
the hook. Hold the knot at the
base and wrap your working
yarn around your hand as
usual.

9

Repeat this for as many
stitches as called for in your
pattern. When starting the
next round/row, skip the first
chain and crochet into the
space of the next chain.
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- stitching in front/back loops -

stitching in front loops only:

A slight modification to the usual crochet stitch. This shapes the amigurumi differently.

abbreviation: flo

symbol:
back loops

back

front
1

2

The top of each crochet stitch
has two loops. Locate the front
one -- the one closest to you.

Insert the hook into this loop
only. Complete the crochet
stitch as usual.

3

Continue as directed. The back
of the work should leave the
back loops behind as shown.

stitching in back loops only:

A slight modification to the usual crochet stitch. This shapes the amigurumi differently and leaves
the front loops behind. These can be easily stitched into later.

abbreviation: blo

symbol:

back

front loops

front
1

The top of each crochet stitch
has two loops. Locate the back
one -- the one furthest away
from you.

2

Insert the hook into this loop
only. Complete the crochet
stitch as usual.

3

Continue as directed. The work
should leave the front loops
behind as shown.
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- changing colors -

changing colors:

To cleanly change from one color of yarn to the next for accents or stripes, use this technique.

new color

1

Trim your current working yarn.
Leave a few inches of yarn tail
for weaving into the work later.

4

Continue crocheting as usual
with the new color.

2

Get your new color. Grab the
yarn with your hook.

3

Draw the yarn through the
current loop on your hook.

5

Don’t forget to weave in the
ends in the back of the work
once complete.
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- tying off -

tying off:

This is the technique used when your crochet is complete and you wish to tie off your yarn.

1

Loosen the working loop on
your hook and remove the
hook.

4

Thread the end of the freshly
cut yarn with a tapestry
needle.

7

Thread the yarn into the back
loop of the same stitch and
tighten it.

2

Trim the working yarn to leave
about a 6-10” tail.

3

Feed the yarn through the
working loop and tighten the
loop.

5

6

Fold over the end of the yarn
by 2-4”. Hold the needle at the
base to keep the yarn from
slipping out.

Thread the yarn into the next
stitch from the back and pull it
through.

8

9

Weave the needle through
3-4 stitches. Preferably so it
doesn’t show on the front.
Weave the needle back the
other way and then remove
the needle.

Trim the yarn close to the
project. Stretch the project
lightly so the end of the yarn
sinks inside.
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- crocheting the amigurumi -

crocheting the amigurumi
octopus head (make 1):

The octopus begins with a magic ring (see PAGE 4). It is crocheted in spiral rounds outward for the
top, several single crochet rounds create the middle, and the rounds are decreased back in for the
end. You can choose to follow the chart or read the written instructions.

row
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8&9
10
11
12 thru 18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

directions
Create magic ring
Sc 6 times in magic ring
Inc in each sc stitch
[Sc 1, inc] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 2, inc] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 3, inc] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 4, inc] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 5, inc] repeat 6 times total
Sc all stitches
[Sc 6, inc] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 7, inc] repeat 6 times total
Sc all stitches
[Sc 4, dec] repeat 9 times total
[Sc 3, dec] repeat 9 times total
[Sc 4, dec] repeat 6 times total
[Sc 3, dec] repeat 6 times total
Install safety eyes, stuff
[Sc 2, dec] repeat 6 times total
[Sc, dec] repeat 6 times total
Dec 6 times total
Cinch yarn and knot
Weave yarn into center of head

sts

sts

added or
subtracted

remaining

0
+6
+6
+6
+6
+6
+6
+6
0
+6
+6
0
-9
-9
-6
-6

0
6
12
18
24
30
36
42
42
48
54
54
45
36
30
24

-6
-6
-6

18
12
6
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- crocheting the amigurumi -

se

octopus head (top):

11

This is the chart version of the written
instructions. It also starts with a magic
ring and works its way outward.

10
9
8

Be sure to start at row 1 (found in the
middle) and work counter-clockwise
around the chart outward.

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

octopus head
(middle):

The middle of the octopus head
is seven rows of single crochet
throughout. Follow the chart, starting
at row 12, and work from the right
and move left.
18
17
16
15
14
13
12

octopus head (bottom):
Be sure to start at row 19 (found on the outside) and
work clockwise around the chart inward.

19
20

lo c

kw

i

se

Works its way inward back to a tight close.

work
c
21
22
23
24
25
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- crocheting the amigurumi -

octopus tentacles (make 8):

The octopus tentacles start with a short chain foundation (see PAGE 8). It is crocheted around these
two chains outward in spiral rounds. This creates a rounded rectangle shape rather than a circle. The
rounds are then decreased back in for the end. The result is a slight teardrop shape with a flat end.
You can choose to follow the chart or read the written instructions. The chart starts in the center
spiral and works its way through, then jumps to row 7 of the rectangular chart. This is worked from
the bottom up and from the right to the left.

row

directions

0
1
2
3
4 thru 6
7
8
9
10

o
w

c
rk

ou

r-c
nte

Ch 3
Sc 1, 3sc in last st, rotate work. 2sc in last st
Inc in each sc stitch
[Sc 5, inc] repeat 2 times total
Sc all stitches
Sc 4, dec, sc 5, dec, sc
Sc all stitches
[Sc, dec] repeat 4 times total
Sc all stitches
Cinch yarn and knot
Leave ~6” yarn tails, and one ~12” long

i
lockw

sts

sts

added or
subtracted

remaining

0
+6
+6
+2
0
-2
0
-4
0

0
6
12
14
14
12
12
8
8

se

6
5
4
3
2
1

10
9
8
7
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- assembling the amigurumi -

assembling the amigurumi

1

2

3

1.

Stuff each tentacle with a bit of stuffing.

2.

Thread the yarn tail through your tapestry needle. Secure the opening of the tentacle by weaving
the needle back and forth through the opening. Make a knot in the yarn. Repeat steps 1-2 with
all 8 tentacles.

3.

Set aside one tentacle. Do steps 3-4 with only 7 of the 8 tentacles.
Insert the needle close to the knot and out of the tentacle about 1-2” away.

4

5

6

4.

Hold the yarn taut while clipping the yarn. The yarn should sink into the middle of the tentacle.

5.

With the 8th tentacle, thread the yarn through the base and out the other side.

6.

Thread the yarn through the remaining tentacles in the same manner, making a ring as shown.
Join it back to the first tentacle and knot the yarn. Keep the remaining thread tail; you can use it
to attach the head.
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- assembling the amigurumi -

8

9

7.

Take the octopus head and center it over the legs.

8.

Stitch the legs to the head from underneath at the base of the tentacles. To stitch: simply weave
the needle through the tentacle and head into the crochet stitches. Bring the needle back out
and weave the needle again about ¼” away. Repeat this around the base of the tentacles.

9.

Turn the octopus over. Stitch the tops of the tentacles to the bottom of the octopus head so
they don’t flop around. Stitch around all the tentacles as before.

for the face:

If you’re using felt facial
features instead of safety
eyes or buttons, refer to the
templates on PAGE 19.
Print them out and cut them
out of your felt fabric. Freezer
paper can be used to make
cutting easier and much more
accurate -- use it as shown
here:

10

11

10. Take your piece of freezer paper and trace your desired
facial features onto the paper (non-glossy) side.
11. Face the freezer paper glossy-side down onto your desired
felt pieces. Iron them with a low heat for a few seconds
and the paper should fuse. Cut out the pieces following the
traced lines and peel the paper off.

12

13

14

12. Either pin or glue the felt pieces in place where desired.
13. Take your hand sewing needle and thread it with matching thread or one strand of embroidery
floss. Knot the end and insert the needle between one of the crochet stitches and out near the
edge of one of the felt pieces. This should leave the knot inside. Stitch around the edge of the
felt pieces similar to the way the tentacles were done in step 8. This is called an applique whip
stitch.
14. For an optional eye shine, dab a bit of white fabric paint in the corner of each eye.
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- crocheting the amigurumi -

the hair bow

hair bow (make 1):

The optional hair bow starts with a chain foundation (see PAGE 8). Crochet around this chain
outward in spiral rounds. This creates a rounded rectangle type shape rather than a circle. This shape
is then cinched in the middle for a simple bow. You can choose to follow the chart or read the written
instructions. The chart starts in the center chain and works its way outward.

row
0
1

Ch 8
Skip first ch; sc 5; 3sc in last ch; rotate work; sc 5,
3sc in last ch
[Sc 5; inc next 3 sts] repeat 2 times total
[Sc 5; inc, sc, inc, sc, inc, sc] repeat 2 times total
Cinch yarn and knot, leave a long yarn tail

2
3

k
or
w

co

u

sts

directions

r-clo
nte

sts

added or
subtracted

remaining

0
+16

0
16

+6
+6

22
28

c k w ise
3
2
1

1

1.

2

3

Thread the yarn into your
tapestry needle. Weave the
yarn to the middle of one long
side. Then weave the yarn
down the middle as shown.

4

2.

Pull at the yarn so the middle of the bow cinches. Wrap the yarn around the middle several
times to form the shape. Tie the extra yarn in the back of the bow.

3.

Arrange the bow where you like on the head. Stitch it in place along the back of the bow.

4.

Check from the front to be sure you like the placement, then secure the bow from the front.
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- crocheting the amigurumi -

the bowler hat
bowler hat (make 1):

The bowler hat begins with a magic ring (see PAGE 4). It is crocheted in rounds outward for the
top and several single crochet rounds make the middle. Switch over to a contrasting yarn to make a
colored band for the hat. For the brim, work in the front loops of the crochet so it juts outward at an
angle. You can choose to follow the chart or read the written instructions.

directions

0
1
2
3
4&5

Start with main color; create magic ring
Sc 6 times in magic ring
Inc in each sc stitch
[Sc, inc] repeat 6 times total
Sc all sts
Change color to accent color
Sc all sts
Change back to main color; leave yarn tail intact
Through flo: Sc 1; [inc, sc 2] repeat 5 times total; inc, sc
Sc 2; [Inc, sc 3] repeat 5 times total; inc, sc
Cinch yarn and knot; weave in ends

6&7
8
9

k

wo
r

sts

row

c

n
ou

te

lo
r-c

ckw

ise

sts

added or
subtracted

remaining

0
+6
+6
+6
0

0
6
12
18
18

0

18

+6
+6

24
30

Once complete,
stuff the inside of
the hat.

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1

Arrange the hat on
the octopus where
you desire. Use the
yarn tail you had
from row 8 to stitch
the hat in place
with your tapestry
needle.
2
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BLUSH MARKS
felt template
cut 2 from pink

ROUND EYES
felt template
cut 2 from black

MONOCLE

felt template
cut 1 from black

SMILING EYES
felt template
cut 2 from black

MUSTACHE
felt template
cut 1 from black

ANGRY EYES

felt template
cut 1 each from black

CUTE MOUTH
felt template
cut 1 from black

SMILING MOUTH
felt template
cut 1 from black

LASHED EYES

felt template
cut 1 each from black

HAPPY MOUTH
felt template
cut 1 from black

TONGUE

felt template
cut 1 from pink

